summary it is suggested that there have been interpolations of one or more lines at Hor. epist. 1.7.20, verg. Aen. 9.579 so long as an interpolation makes some sort of sense, it can easily remain unnoticed; here are five examples, of which four involve the interpolation of one or more lines, while one is a metrical interpolation designed to restore metre after the loss of a word. 
Fecha de recepción: 24/11/2013 Fecha de aceptación y versión final: 15/07/2014 resumen se sugiere que se han interpolado uno o más versos en Hor. epist. 1.7.20, iuv. 3.260-1, lucan. 2.206-7, verg . Aen. 9.579, y que se ha producido una interpolación de una sola palabra en prop. 2.13.48 para restaurar la métrica.
paLabras cLave interpolaciones, poesía latina, tradición manuscrita. so long as an interpolation makes some sort of sense, it can easily remain unnoticed; here are five examples, of which four involve the interpolation of one or more lines, while one is a metrical interpolation designed to restore metre after the loss of a word. The generosity of Maecenas differs from the Calabrian host's attempt to give away his pears in two respects: 1) Maecenas gives away what is of genuine value to himself. 2) He gives exclusively to worthy recipients. By contrast the Calabrian gives indiscriminately to men and to pigs, and what he gives is of no value to himself. But what has line 20 to do with this? even if it is meant primarily as a generalisation, it should at least include the case of the Calabrian, and it does nothing of the sort. There are no grounds for calling him prodigus, for there is no reason to suppose that he would squander anything of genuine value; nor is he stultus, for there is nothing better to do with pears that he cannot eat himself nor sell in the market -no peasant would be so foolish as to cast pears before swine if he could get money for them; nor is it true that he spernit et odit the fruit that he has himself grown. therefore it is clear that whoever wrote line 20 did not understand the passage; therefore line 20 was not written by Horace. it is in fact very reminiscent of the fatuous generalisations that have been insinuated into the We will take the difficulties of 260-1 in the order in which they occur: 1) inuenit would be better as a future; Juvenal ought to be asking, 'what is left of the bodies of the victims? and who will find their bones and limbs?' (sc. ubi marmor sublatum erit). the immediate consequences of the accident are still in the mind's eye, and the remains are still hidden beneath tons of rubble. It might, it is true, be justified as an excited present for future, but it would be poor writing to put such a present in the middle of half a dozen genuine presents.
2) uolgi .... omne cadauer is very unsatisfactory. if it is a generalisation, as the use of uolgi and omne suggests, it is a singularly foolish one; such deaths are rare, and commoners do not in fact get squashed any flatter than the rich by the contents of overturning wagons. if it refers to the consequences of this particular accident, it is a superfluous expansion of what we have already been told, and uolgi seems unduly hyperbolic. Braund accepts emerita's uulgo, and translates 'every corpse, crushed indiscriminately, disappears like its soul' with a reference to OLD sv uulgo 4 3 ; but the line would still be a generalisation and would still treat a very rare form of death as a common one, and it would still be untrue to allege that 'every corpse' disappears. the interpolator was perhaps misled by the preceding questions, which mean not that the body completely disappears but that it is reduced to a pulp in which individual bones and body parts can no longer be distinguished.
3) more animae is untrue (see above); it is also quite inappropriate; Juvenal very likely believed that death means the extinction of body and soul (cf. 2.149ff.), but he would not spoil the imminent contrast between the expectant household and the new boy in the Underworld by insisting here that there is nothing which survives death. E. Courtney writes: 'Animae means the breath of life, not the soul which survives (264-7)' trast with corpus is so strong here that any ordinary reader would surely have taken anima as 'soul' in this context. . Fantham identifies the accompanying bulls with 'pompey's noble associates like Domitius and the consuls'; but in the terms of the simile other bulls would not be welcome allies but dangerous rivals to be driven away. Furthermore, there is no sense whatever in inuito pastore either as part of the simile or with reference to pompey's position, and quoslibet in saltus is little better. even if sense could be made of the details, nothing could less resemble pompey's retreat to Brundisium and his eventual flight from Italy than the triumphant return of a victorious bull to his former pastures.
Despite Fantham, it is intolerably obscure that 'uictor would stand for his hope of victory in Greece and quoslibet in saltus for his freedom to return to italy or any other roman territory', seeing that his hope was never to be fulfilled and that he was never free to return.
on the other hand, if the simile ended at tori, it would be a model of appropriateness; the defeated bull retiring to recover its strength and not returning unless (nisi) it does so agrees perfectly with pompey's retreat to Brundisium, from which he was unable to return as he did not in fact recover his strength. We may express the argument as follows: lucan was a competent writer who understood his own words; therefore he did not write mox .... trahit. We may reasonably suppose that some poetaster tried his own hand at simile-writing by providing an untimely expansion of redit in pastus. remove the Binneninterpolation and write: Here we have a case of metrical interpolation, i.e. the insertion of a word so as to restore metre in a line which has suffered the accidental loss of the correct word.
Nestoris est uisus post tria saecla cinis. cui si longaeuae minuissent fata senectae Gallicus Iliacis miles in aggeribus, non ille Antilochi uidisset corpus humari,
Gallicus Iliacis is the reading of the Mss, and Housman very properly denounces 'the great and manifest absurdity' of Gallicus 9 . the absurdity of in is just as great, though less manifest. Depending on its epithet (Iliacus Grais was casually suggested by t. Bergk and is accepted by s. J. Heyworth 10 ), in aggeribus will mean either 'within the fortifications of Troy' or 'within the Greek camp'. But nestor was never at risk within either set of fortifications; furthermore, he would have been just as dead if killed fighting in the plain, where he was often at risk and where he came into particularly grave danger on the occasion described at Il. 8.80ff.
therefore we must make the minute change of in to ab; nestor would not have seen his son's burial if he had previously been killed by a soldier from troy. a somewhat similar expression can be found at 1.21.2 miles ab Etruscis saucius aggeribus.
What are we to do with Gallicus? We know that nestor would have been just as dead wherever he was killed; we also know that he would have been just as dead whoever killed him. this refutes all those epithets which exclude either the trojans themselves or their far-called allies.
the best of the existing suggestions is the anonymous barbarus accepted by W. A. Camps 11 ; cf. Hor. carm. 2.4.9 12 for the use of barbarus to mean 'non-Greek' of the trojans and their allies jointly. palaeography cannot explain the change of barbarus to Gallicus, but it could conceivably be a deliberate or accidental alteration by one of the French scribes to whom we owe the preservation of Propertius; the Crusades saw many a Gallicus miles (miles of course means 'knight' in medieval Latin) fighting in Asia.
However, reading ab for in, we can suggest a more plausible context for interpolation. read:
Iliacis <ueniens> miles ab aggeribus,
Discounting two virgulae, ueniens and miles both contain five letters, both begin with at least two minims, and both end with -es. if ueĩes was absorbed by miles, a French scribe might have restored metre and intro-ergo alis adlapsa sagitta, ut laeuo adfixa est lateri manus, abditaque intus spiramenta animae letali uulnere rupit.
some auctores carry more auctoritas than others, and it is possible that this is what editors would print if it had been suggested by Housman and if Wakefield had suggested alte lateri for lateri manus. yet the line is clumsy and unnecessary however we take it; it should be deleted as an incompetent attempt to conclude the history of the manus referred to immediately above. read: ergo alis adlapsa sagitta spiramenta animae letali uulnere rupit.
this says all that needs to be said -he was grazed by a spear; he dropped his shield; as a result he was killed by an arrow -and virgil can have had no motive to spoil his description by adding 579. it should be added that peerlkamp observes 'oratio melius ita procederet "ergo alis adlapsa sagitta / spiramenta animae letali uulnere rupit, / et laevo adfixa est lateri manus": deletis "abditaque intus" '
18
. G. B. Conte brackets at laeuo adfixa est lateri as a parenthesis 19 . this recognises, but fails to cure, the awkwardness of the expression. Finally, o. Zwierlein produces so much evidence for interpolation in virgil, that the discovery of a hitherto unsuspected example need occasion no surprise 20 .
